The type theory λP corresponds to the logical framework LF. In this paper we present λH, a variant of λP where convertibility is not implemented by means of the customary conversion rule, but instead type conversions are made explicit in the terms. This means that the time to type check a λH term is proportional to the size of the term itself.
Introduction

Problem
This paper addresses the question whether a formal proof should be allowed to contain the formal equivalent of the sentence 'this is left as an exercise to the reader. ' To explain what we mean here, consider the following 'proof':
Theorem. The non-trivial zeroes of Riemann's ζ(s) function all lie on the complex line s = Proof. There exists a derivation 3 of this statement with a length less than 10 10 100 symbols (finding it is left as an exercise to the reader). Therefore the statement is true. 2 1 Thanks to Thorsten Altenkirch for the suggestion to use John-Major equality in our system. 2 Email: {herman,freek}@cs.kun.nl 3 The formal system in which this derivation is constructed does not really matter. Take any system in which one can do practical formal proofs. Now suppose that the statement in the proof about the existence of the derivation is true. 4 Then would this be an acceptable proof of the Riemann hypothesis? Can we really accept the number 10 10 100 (which is the only interesting thing that this 'proof' contains) to be a proof here? Somehow it does not seem to contain enough relevant information.
At the TYPES meeting in Kloster Irsee in 1998, there was an interesting discussion after the talk by Henk Barendregt, where he had explained and advocated how to use the βδι-reduction of type theory to make Coq [12] automatically do calculations during its type check phase. This uses the technique of reflection (see e.g. [3, 10] for examples and a discussion), where part of the object language is reflected in itself to make computations and reasoning on the meta-level possible within the system.
Most people clearly considered this way of using Coq's convertibility check to be a feature. The only dissenting voice came from Per Martin-Löf, who did not like it at all and seemed to consider this to be a bug. We do not have an overview of todays opinions, but the community seems to be quite unanimous that this kind of 'automatic calculations by type checking' is a good thing.
In the Automath system [8] the main performance bottleneck was the convertibility check (if the calculated type of a term M is N , but it is used in a context where the type should be N , then the system needs to verify that N = βδ N .) In fact, the inefficiency of the convertibility check meant that correctness of Automath was in practice only semi-decidable. Although in theory it is decidable whether an Automath text is type correct, in practice when it is not correct the system often just would be endlessly reducing and would not terminate in an acceptable time anymore.
5 For this reason the Automath system from the seventies just gave up after having failed to establish convertibility after some given number of reduction steps. Automath apparently searched for a 'convertibility proof'. This proof would have to be rediscovered every time the Automath terms would be type checked, and it would not be stored in a 'convertibility proof term'.
The LF system [11] (currently implemented in the Twelf system [5] ), which is the best known logical framework, has -like Automath and Coq -a conversion rule. But the HOL system [4, 6] does not. In HOL β-reduction is not automatically tried by the system, but is one of the derivation rules of the logic. Similarly δ-and ι-reductions are performed using the rules of the logic. If one considers a HOL 'proof term' that stores the HOL rules that have been used to obtain a certain theorem [2] , then this proof term somehow documents the 'reduction information' that is not available in a proof term from the type theoretical/LF world. 6 The goal of this paper is to investigate whether it is possible to have a system close to the systems from type theory, but in which the convertibility of types is explicitly stored in the proof terms (like it is done in HOL). In such a system the type checker will not need to do a convertibility check on its own. Instead the term will contain the information needed to establish the convertibility. In such a system the type of a term will be unique, instead of only being unique up to conversion. 7 Because of all this, type checking a term will be cheap. If we consider the substitution operation and term identity checking to take unit time, the time to type check a term will be linear in the size of the term.
In the system that we describe in this paper, checking a proof matches much more the image of 'following the proof with your little finger, and checking locally that everything is correct' than is the case with the standard type theoretical proof systems.
Approach
We define a system called λH. 8 This system is very close to λP , the proper type system that corresponds to LF. However, there is no conversion rule. Instead conversions are made explicit in the terms. If H is a term that shows that A is convertible to A , which we will write as
and if the term a has type A, then the term a H (the conversion H applied to a) will have type A .
Note that in our system we have explicit 'equality judgments' just like in Martin-Löf style type theory [9] . However there is a significant difference. In Martin-Löf style type theory there are no terms that prove equalities. The equality judgments in such theories look like:
and the equality is on the left of the colon. In contrast, in our system two terms that are provably equal do not need to have the same computed type, so there will not be a common type to the right of the colon. Instead we will have a proof term, and so our equality will be to the right of the colon.
The fact that two terms in our system that occur in an equality judgment do not need to have computed types that are syntactically equal, means that our judgmental equality is a version of John-Major equality [7] .
Related Work
Robin Adams is working on a version of pure type systems that have judgmental equalities in the style of Martin-Löf type theories [1] . However, he does not have terms in his system that represent the derivation of the equality judgments. Also, he does not represent the conversions themselves in the terms. Therefore in his system more terms are syntactically identical than in our system. Another difference is that he develops his system for all functional pure type systems, while we only have a system that corresponds to λP .
Contribution
We define a system λH in which type conversion is represented in the proof term. We show that this system corresponds exactly to the proper type system λP . We also show that this system has a property closely related to subject reduction.
The λH system is quite a bit more complicated than the λP system. It has 13 instead of 4 term constructors, and 15 instead of 7 derivation rules.
Outline
In Section 2 we define our system. In Section 3 we show that it corresponds to the λP system. In Section 4 we show that an analog of the subject reduction property of λP holds for our system. In Section 5 we define a weak reduction relation for our equality proof terms that is confluent and strongly normalizing and that satisfies subject reduction. Finally, in Section 7 we present a slight modification of our system, where we do not allow conversions to go through the ill-typed terms. Such a system corresponds more closely to a semantical view upon type theory.
2 The system λH Definition 2.1 The λH expressions are given by the following grammar (the syntactic category V are the variable names):
The T are the terms of the system, the E are convertibility proofs, the C are the contexts, and the J are the judgments. The sorts are the special cases of T that are the elements of {2, * }.
Definition 2.2
We define the erasure operation recursively by:
It maps λH terms to λP terms and is extended straightforwardly to contexts.
There are two kinds of judgments in λH: equality judgments and typing judgments. The first are of the form H : a = b, where H codes a proof of convertibility (through not necessarily well-typed terms) of a and b. The rules for equality judgments are independent of typing judgments. In the rules for the typing judgments, equality judgments appear as a side-condition (in the rule for conversion). We write Γ A : B : C as an abbreviation of Γ A : B and Γ B : C. We write A = λH A if we have that H : A = A for some H. We write 'A is type correct in context Γ' if we have that Γ A : B for some B. We write 'A is type correct' if it is type correct in some context. We write 'Γ is well-formed' if some derivable judgment has Γ as the context. Finally we will write derivability in λH as λH to distinguish it from derivability in λP which is written λP . (If we omit the subscript, it will be apparent from the context which system is meant.)
The following lemmas about λH are immediate:
Lemma 2.4 Any subterm of a type correct term is type correct (in the appropriate context). We now show that typing is in linear time by defining a type checking algorithm. Proof. One first proves the fact that, H : B = C if and only if comp(H, B) = C. Then Γ λH a : A implies type(Γ, a) ≡ A is proved by induction on the derivation, simultaneously with 'Γ is well formed' implies wf(Γ) = true. The other way around, one proves simultaneously that type(Γ, a) ≡ A implies Γ λH a : A and that wf(Γ) = true implies 'Γ is well formed' (by induction over the length of the input: lth(Γ, a), resp. lth(Γ)). comp(H, A) is clearly linear in the size of the equational proof term H. To make sure that type computes a type in linear time, one has to collect the 'side conditions' wf(Γ) properly to avoid checking the well-foundedness of the (local) context for every variable separately.
3 Correspondence to λP
Proof. By induction on the derivation of A = λH A . Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ λH a : A, using the previous Lemma in the conversion rule.
Proof.
(ii) If |A| = β |A |, we first prove that |A| = λH |A |, by induction on the proof (in the equational theory of the λ-calculus) of |A| = β |A |. Then we conclude by using that ι(A) : A = |A|. We do some cases • A ≡ Πx:B.C and A ≡ Πx:B .C and |Πx:B.C| = β |Πx:B .C | was derived from |B| = β |B | and |C| = β |C |. By IH, H 0 : |B| = |B | and
Then β((λx:B.M )P ) : (λx:B.M )P = M [P/x] and we are done by two applications of (i) (using
Proposition 3.4 ('from λP to λH') Let Γ be a λP -context and a, A be λP -terms such that Γ λP a : A. Then the following two properties hold.
(i) There is a correct λH-context Γ such that |Γ | ≡ Γ.
(ii) For all λH-contexts Γ for which |Γ | ≡ Γ, there are λH-terms a , A such that Γ λH a : A and |a | ≡ a, |A | ≡ A.
Proof. Simultaneously by induction on the λP derivation, distinguishing cases according to the last applied rule. We treat four cases and abbreviate 'induction hypothesis' to IH.
• (application) 
An analogue of subject reduction
The following proposition is the equivalent for λH of the subject reduction property of λP . The system λH does not have a notion of β-reduction, so the statement a → β a in the condition of the statement is replaced by a = λH a . Also, we do not get that the type is conserved, it just is conserved up to convertibility (so if a = a and a : A then we will not always get that a : A, but just that a : A for some A with A = A .) Proposition 4.1 ('subject reduction') If Γ λH a : A : s and Γ λH a : A : s and a = λH a then A = λH A and s ≡ s .
Proof. From Proposition 3.2 we get that |Γ| λP |a| : |A| : s and |Γ| λP |a | : |A | : s and |a| = β |a |. By subject reduction of λP and uniqueness of types in λP we get that |A| = β |A | and s ≡ s . From Lemma 3.3 we finally get that A = λH A .
Conversion reduction
Definition 5.1 We define the conversion reduction relation → → as the rewrite relation of the following rewrite rules:
We will now list some simple properties of conversion reduction (with some proofs omitted for space reasons):
Proposition 5.2 Conversion reduction is confluent.
Proposition 5.3 Conversion reduction is strongly normalizing.
(These two propositions even hold for terms that are not type correct.)
Proposition 5.4 (subject reduction for conversion reduction) If Γ λH a : A and a → → a then Γ λH a : A.
Proof. By induction on the derivation of Γ λH a : A one proves that, if a → a , then Γ λH a : A, distinguishing cases according to the applied reduction step. (The a → → a case then follows immediately.) whether it will be possible to have a λH implementation with ephemeral proof terms.
Avoiding ill-typed terms
In the system λH, we have avoided the conversion rule by introducing proof terms that witness an equality (and that can be checked in linear time). But the conversion goes through T , the set of 'pseudo-terms'. This is in line with most implementations of proof checkers, where equality checking is done by a separate algorithm that does not take typing into account. But what if we restrict equalities to conversions that pass through the well-typed terms only? This is more in line with a semantical intuition, where the ill-typed terms just do not exist. We can adapt the syntax of λH to cover this situation and we put the question whether this system is equivalent to λH. We call this new system λF .
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The system λF has the same terms and equality proofs as λH, but the judgments are different:
J ::= C T : T | C E : T = T So an equality in λF is always stated and proved within a context, in which the terms are well-typed. The rules that inductively generate the λF judgments are the same as for λH, apart from the rules that involve equalities, which are as follows (in these rules s only ranges over sorts): (Note that the ι(. . .) of λF just removes one conversion, in contrast to the ι(. . .) of λH which removes all conversions at once. Removing all conversions generally leads to a term that is not well-typed, so that is not an option for λF where all terms have to be well-typed, even in the conversion proofs.)
